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Sex Offender Residency Restrictions Serve No Purpose

Under Jessica’s Law, sex offenders in San Francisco are barred from residing within two thousand feet of any school or park where children regularly gather. Due to San Francisco’s limited size and dense population, it is nearly impossible to find housing outside of this restricted zone. Consequently, the number of homeless sex offenders living in San Francisco has surged since the implementation of the restriction. This unintended consequence has led to multiple challenges to the restriction’s constitutionality and effectiveness.

The residency restriction is just one of many sex offender management strategies. Electronic monitoring, public registration, and community notification provisions have also been implemented through Jessica’s Law and Megan’s Law. In addition to residency restrictions, Jessica’s Law requires sexual offenders to wear Global Positioning System (GPS) electronic monitoring devices. Under Megan’s Law, sex offenders’ pictures, names, and addresses are made available to the public through a searchable website. The general purpose of both of these laws is to protect society from the threat of further victimization posed by sex offenders.

Society can be protected either by diminishing the threat posed by sex offenders, or by enacting protections to neutralize the threat even though it still exists. Sex offender rehabilitation diminishes the threat by reducing sexual recidivism, while GPS tracking and community notification neutralize the threat without diminishing it. Using GPS electronic monitoring devices, parole agents protect the public by closely supervising sex offenders’ whereabouts. Community notification allows the public to protect itself through awareness. By knowing the residences of sex offenders, people are able to move if necessary.

In terms of the residency restriction, though, the text of Jessica’s Law does not specifically discuss how it will protect the public. This is because the restriction serves no purpose. It neither neutralizes the threat posed by sex offenders nor diminishes it, which makes it ineffective and unnecessary.

To begin with, the underlying premise of the residency restriction is flawed. Very few sex offenders find their victims by frequenting schools or parks because most child molesters choose victims who are familiar to them. Ninety percent of child victims know their offenders, with approximately fifty percent of the offenders being family members. Since there is little threat of children being snatched from schools or playgrounds, there is little need to keep sex offenders from living within two thousand feet of them. Even if there is a threat, the residency restriction still does not prevent sex offenders from travelling inside the two thousand foot restricted zone and sitting across the street from a school or park.

Instead of a residency restriction, which does not prevent access to children, GPS tracking can be relied upon to ensure sex offenders do not travel too closely to a school or park. Monitoring the whereabouts of sex offenders is more difficult if those offenders are homeless. Extra rules can be placed upon sex offenders with residences, such as the requirement that offenders be in their homes during certain hours of the night. Such a restriction would be enforced using GPS tracking. If GPS tracking is as effective as proponents claim, it can be used without the residency restrictions of Jessica’s Law.

Furthermore, it is necessary to remove the residency restriction because of its detrimental impact on the effectiveness of Megan’s Law. Megan’s Law is designed to protect society through awareness of sex offenders’ whereabouts, but the residency restriction actually prevents the public from having this awareness and protecting itself. It is difficult to find a list of transient sex offenders on the Megan’s Law searchable website. Without a residence, their address information is not available on the website. Searches by address, city, or zip code only show sex offenders for
whom complete address information is available, which means transient sex offenders are not included. Unfortunately, it is not apparent that a search by county is required to have transient offenders populate the list. The public must either know to search by county or know the offender’s name. Then, only the transient sex offender’s name, picture, and county are shown. Without awareness of sex offenders’ whereabouts, the public will be uncertain if relocation is necessary.

Finally, the residency restriction provision has a negative impact on sex offender rehabilitation. Lack of housing may be linked to problems with employment and support, but its most detrimental effect is on mental health treatment. Since sex offenders will always have access to children, the threat they pose must be reduced through treatment, which focuses on preventing a relapse of sexual offending. Transient sex offenders are more difficult to treat than those with permanent housing. This idea is supported by Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which theorizes that basic human needs like shelter must be met before people can focus on self-improvement. Therefore, transient sex offenders will have trouble working on relapse prevention when their focus is on where to sleep each night. Lack of treatment effectiveness prevents a reduction in the risk of sexual recidivism, which prevents the threat posed by sex offenders from being diminished.

Despite these issues, proponents of Jessica’s Law and Megan’s Law have argued that sexual recidivism has decreased and, therefore, the laws have been successful. However, studies of the rates of sexual reoffending have produced varied findings. Scholars even disagree about how to measure sexual recidivism. Even if it can be proven that these laws cause a reduction in sexual reoffending, it is unclear how each of the laws’ provisions factor into the decrease. Thus far, there have been no studies that conclusively support the claim that residency restrictions reduce sexual recidivism.

All things considered, the two thousand foot residency requirement serves no purpose. In fact, it is detrimental to the effectiveness of Megan’s Law and the other provisions in Jessica’s Law. The residency restriction must be repealed so that sex offenders can obtain permanent housing. GPS electronic monitoring will ensure that sex offenders do not access schools and parks, while sex offender mental health treatment will reduce their threat to society.